iLearning Gateway Privacy Policy

iLearning Gateway (iLG) respects and safeguards your privacy during your online experience by observing privacy guidelines from COPPA, the Better Business Bureau, the Federal Trade Commission, and Truste.org.

Personal Information

iLG does not collect any information about the personal identity of anyone who uses the iLG site unless the user knowingly and willingly gives permission for iLG to do so. Under no circumstances is any personal information sold to any third party. Occasionally, iLG may share with our business partners anonymous statistical information regarding site visitations. The only reason that iLG may disclose personal information without your consent is if iLG is required by law to do so, or there is any reason to believe that it is necessary to identify, contact, or bring legal action against person(s) injuring, damaging, or interfering with ILG’s rights, properties, or users.

IP Addresses

iLG recognizes your IP address, operating system, and browser in order to diagnose site problems and track site visitation patterns.

Links

iLG products and materials may contain links to other carefully selected sites. Although iLG cannot be responsible for the privacy practices and/or content of those sites, iLG has chosen those specific sites to ensure maximum privacy and security for anyone who connects to them through links provided by iLG.

Security

Sending data over the Internet can never be completely secure; therefore, you always do so at your own risk. While iLG makes every effort to protect your information, iLG cannot certifiably guarantee the security of any transmitted data.

Changes to Policy

iLG reserves the right to change, modify, add, or delete portions of this policy at our discretion and at any time. Should a change occur, iLG will post on the iLG site a notice fully describing that change.